
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of plant engineering. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for plant engineering

Perform basic machining using precision measuring equipment
Perform millwright tasks to include maintenance of lifting and hoist
equipment and leveling/tramming of rollers
Perform preventive maintenance on production, material handling, safety
devices and plant utility equipment
On small projects, manages the budget by tracking costs against contract
terms to ensure that costs stay within district budgetary guidelines
Communicates assigned work status to colleagues to determine potential
impact on the department's schedule
Delivers required regulatory training (e.g., Lockout Training/Hazmat Training)
as directed, to PE and non-PE personnel
Attends center planning meetings with UPS management and outside
vendors to review major project tasks to be completed, address concerns,
and train vendors on UPS procedures
Ensures that facility appearance is maintained at an acceptable level for the
most reasonable cost through the use of PE Porters and/or outside service
housekeeping vendors
Identifies and schedules necessary repairs and preventative maintenance to
maintain the condition of the facility
Develops project plans (i.e., detailed plan, milestones, and work breakdown
structures) and assigns tasks to resources to ensure that the project will be
completed on time and according to specifications
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Maintains vendor contract compliance and oversees vendor payment to
ensure the work is done to specifications and vendors are paid upon
completion
Performs on-site inspections to ensure vendor compliance with contract
terms and conditions (e.g., quality of work completed, cost, adherence to
safety requirements)
Prepare and present Layout for Substation up to 765kV
Prepare Civil Guide drawings, Erection key Diagram for HVDC Substation
Drawing review/approval from Customer
Assist in maintaining environmental, safety and regulated goods compliance


